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I have finished calling the list of negatives ER/PR provided by Heather
Predham.There were 63 patients identified to call.I made those calls Friday
& Monday, required approximately 4 hrs.
Here is a update of those calls:
1.There are 4 clients' that were not on the original ER/PR call list:

Will require contact information for these.

2. There were 3 clients with incorrect contact information (as previously
identified but still cannot find any new contact informat,ion on sheet.s I
provided from last calls):

3. There were 10 of the 63 clients were deceased (this was known from
revious calls made)

here are 2 of 63 clients I have to recall inorder to reach, excluding
_ents with no contact information(3) and not on original list (4).

Also, Heather advises the decision to panel all positives is still to be
decided but she will keep us informed.A team (oncologist,pathologist,
Heather .. ) are looking at this over the next week or so. Following, she
will inform us regarding that decision. Also, she will inform reo what
"Clinical Care" that will be required from the attending physician. She says
it will likely involve progress note, discharge sumary, significant lab etc.
In addition, Heather advises we they will be deciding on how to approach the
issue for patients that have since deceased. Also, that for clients that
have unavailable contact information, we will have to get creative on how to
get a proper telephone contact. Note: I had previously calleo Next of Kin' &
Information for our clients with no contact information but unsuccessful it
obtaining new telephone ~s. e
Also, Heather advises we should be keeping documentation of calls made
throughout this process- I have a kept a spreadsheet of calls throughout
this process.

Also, Ken I was unsure if the lists I had previously left with Helen Sparkes
regarding clients that were not reached after multiple cal s had been
contacted by you. I reached 4 of the 14 of these during my calls regarding
results, but was u sure re~ercing other 10.
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